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There are a lot of claims on the Internet and in popular-level books about Roman crucifixion. What all these
claims seem to have in common is that they are never backed by references, let alone primary sources. All
three are false. The non-citizen-only claim is not relevant for this question few people in Jerusalem would
have been Roman citizens in 30 AD. The male-only claim is obviously not relevant but is answered in this
History. I will address the major-crime-only claim here, looking primarily at cases of theft. The real truth
about Roman crucifixion is that it was commonly used as punishment for all types of crimes committed by
slaves and the lower classes. According to Crucifixion in the Mediterranean World, it was the primary
punishment used on slaves. Crucifixion was regularly used on liberti former slaves and peregrini non-citizens ,
and not just for major crimes. Crucifixion was occasionally used on citizens as well. A farm manager would
generally be a position held by a freedman or slave. Similarly, in Digesta seu Pandectae in English usually
called simply Digest , the compendium of Roman legal code, Pomponius describes a night prefect being
properly punished with summum supplicium for theft. Elsewhere in Digest, the penalty for grave robbing is
given as summum supplicium for the humilioris, a term used for all lower class persons e. Although there is
no formal definition of the term in Roman legal code, Garnsey investigated its usage and concluded it refers to
"crucifixion, burning alive, and perhaps condemnation to the beasts. Meaning of the Gospel accounts We have
now established that thieves could be and were crucified by the Romans. Thus, we can turn to the Gospel
narratives without risk of biasing our translation by what we know about the Romans. There they crucified
him, and with him two others, one on either side, and Jesus between them. The first is "robber, highwayman,
bandit". A good example of this usage is Luke Here it is clear that more than shoplifting is in mind - this is
about violently taking property. He is saying the man is both taking "property" literally sheep, but in the
context of the parable, souls and committing an act of violence in context, against God. While the ESV has
chosen to translate it as "robber," the context clearly suggests a very serious crime is in mind. If Barabbas was
a robber, he must have been a violent one - and John does not need to use an adjective to express that. This is
probably also the intended meaning in Matthew One would, however, expect a crowd to attack an unpopular
revolutionary or insurrectionist. Conclusion People were crucified for all kinds of crimes under Roman law.
Social status was a far bigger factor in whether one was crucified or not than the nature of the crime. There are
plenty of Roman documents that suggest thieves could be and often were crucified. There is thus no legal
difficulty in saying the criminals executed with Jesus were thieves. This conclusion also fits with the fact that
Jesus was said to be a revolutionary by those who sought to justify the need for execution with the Romans.
The more common translations of "robbers" or "thieves", in my opinion, do not properly convey the violent
nature of the crime committed by the criminals.
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Stealing, Robbery, Shoplifting, Theft Most people know stealing is wrong, but there are many kinds of theft.
What does the Bible say about robbery, burglary, shoplifting, looting, and petty theft? Are people thieves if
they are dishonest in business, cheat on taxes, or refuse to pay debts? What about plagiarism, copyright or
patent violation? What does the Bible say about various forms of stealing? Click here to listen to this message
as a free MP3 recorded Bible message. When I was about 6 years old, my family visited a neighbor down the
street. I wanted it, so I picked it up, put it in my pocket, and took it home. Of course, I felt terrible, because I
knew better. Next time we visited that neighbor, I took it back and put it where I had found it. I never told
anybody, and nobody ever said anything about it, but I learned my lesson. Most people do not want to think of
themselves as thieves, because they know stealing is wrong. Stealing is wrong for a number of reasons: Many
forms of stealing violate civil law. If we disobey rulers, then we are disobeying God. Stealing violates the law
of love, because it harms our neighbor. Do you want others to steal what belongs to you? Stealing is taking
property or possessions that rightfully belong to other people, without the right or permission to do so. There
are many different kinds of stealing. While most people know that stealing is not right, many people still
practice various forms of it! Some may not realize their guilt, but others justify it and even admire others who
practice it. The purpose of this study is to consider different kinds of stealing - different ways people can be
guilty of stealing. Like that Mickey Mouse watch I stole, I suspect most of us have been guilty of some form
of stealing at some time or other. Perhaps we are guilty now without knowing it. So consider the following
kinds of stealing: It includes armed robbery, mugging, house breaking, car theft, etc. This is probably the kind
of stealing we think of first when someone mentions a thief. This category would include the thieves that beat
and robbed the man who was eventually helped by the Good Samaritan in Luke This would also include
kidnapping, which is stealing a person. This was punishable by death in the Old Testament Ex. Yet, statistics
indicate that about one of every 20 U. Shoplifting, Looting, Petty Theft This kind of theft is committed mostly,
not by violent thieves, but by "average citizens. Some young people do it on a dare and to get a thrill. Many
people defend looting because they claim the people who do it are oppressed by society or they are victims of
discrimination, police brutality, etc. Such "petty theft" is so common it has come to be expected. Paul Harvey
told of a man whose car broke down on the highway, so he got out and looked under the hood. Hearing a
strange noise, he looked around and saw a man removing his hubcaps. The owner said, "I beg your pardon. It
fits the definition of stealing: It is all illegal. And it all violates the law of love. If you owned the store, would
you want people to steal? If one person may loot or shoplift, so may everyone else. Stores must make a profit,
so they raise prices high enough they can make a profit despite the shoplifters and looters, or they make a
claim on their insurance. That means, when honest citizens buy from those stores or when we buy insurance,
we are paying for what the crooks stole. Do you like paying for what other people steal? If not, then do to
others as you would have them do to you. Dishonest Business Practices Many businessmen knowingly cheat
their customers. Some businesses use dishonest weights or measures. A customer pays for a certain number of
gallons or pounds or yards of a product, but when it is measured he receives less than he paid for. Some clerks
deliberately ring up a greater price on the cash register than was advertised. If the customer catches it and
points out the difference, the clerk just claims it was a mistake. A grocery store cashier once told me she quit a
job, because the boss required her to earn her salary by overcharging as she entered items. Many salesmen
misrepresent their product, promising things they know the product cannot do. My dad worked in sales and
often his bosses pressured him to misrepresent the product to make sales. Con artists take money under false
pretenses. Wayne, a man called the church and claimed he needed help to pay his rent or his family would be
sent back to Ireland. He had all kinds of study notes to show he knew "church of Christ doctrine," etc. After I
gave him a substantial amount, he slipped away. When I checked on the address where he said he lived, the
people had never heard of him. He was a con artist and a good one. All such practices are condemned as forms
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of stealing. It all involves lying and deceit, which are often associated with stealing. Most of it is illegal. It
violates the principle of love. No one wants other people to treat them this way. It fits the definition of
stealing. It involves acting under false pretenses to take money that you have no right to take. Employees
Stealing from Employers This also takes many forms. People in positions of responsibility in businesses often
embezzle from the company. They may hide their crime by changing the books or other such manipulations.
Many employees take company supplies, equipment, and even the manufactured product. Some companies
allow employees to take or use certain items. This is fine if we really have permission. If in doubt, ask. Do
unto others as you would have them do to you. If you steal from your company, they must raise prices and the
customers pay the extra. Citizens Cheating on Taxes Many people lie or misrepresent to avoid paying taxes.
Taxes are money we owe, just like any other debt. On their income tax returns, many people deliberately fail
to report income or overstate their deductions. This is again wrong for several reasons. It involves lying and
deceit. It is a failure to submit to the law of the land. Taxes are a legal debt owed to others. It also violates the
law of love. When the government does not get sufficient income, it just raises the tax rates. Refusing to Pay
Debts Psalms When a person buys on credit or borrows money, he promises to pay in the future for goods or
services he receives now. Yet when the time comes to pay, many refuse to pay. This again is wrong for several
reasons. In most cases it is illegal. Even if some legality like bankruptcy lets you off the hook, still it is wrong
to not pay your debts. Not paying a debt is a failure to keep your word. It violates the law of love. It
constitutes a form of stealing. You have a right to that property only if you pay for it. But meanwhile you keep
quiet and hope the owner does not find out you have it. Check with the police or with the "lost and found"
department, advertise, etc. The principle of love teaches the same today.
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Are you sure that you want to delete this answer? Yes Sorry, something has gone wrong. The media supports
the radical idea there is no difference in the sexes! We know that is a political lie,, not a reality! We see
science tells is this! So as far as the sex things, men are driven by 5 to 10 times more hormone than women.
The experts tell us that, for some reason, women that were battered seem to select those that will batter them!
They pick the wrong ones for some reason. They do not know the guy will, but if they were once, he probably
will be one! Also the statistics show that women who shack up instead of marry are twice as likely to be
battered. Shack ups have a bad record. If we go further we would get into the politically correct word,
Profiling. So we will stay away from this.. We could say that those who are into drugs have 10x the record for
battering. This includes alcohol as well. It has been found that women who are battered seem to stay with the
guilty man? We see this excuse to murder, even. There are many shelters for battered women so We may note
that ladies working in the sex business are at risk because their boss is most always a batterer. These men prey
on women and know why women seem to stay with battering men. Money; abuse; and many other reasons are
moving women to murder their male partners. Pedophiles get to be this way through pornography and an
insecure childhood. Some simply like to torture their prey. We see thiss happen in many kidnappings. You
may remember the movie, "ADAM! The man was never found and he even sent a tape of the son being
tortured to the father. It seems he would have been found, but the problem is, the father had no real enemies.
Keep your child in eyesight at all times no matter where you are! We must remember that children are not
even physically mature, so the reason must be to inflict pain. The police found Adams head and no body was
ever found. Stealing is actually done more by women than men. Women, of course, it is clothes! Men want to
make the big kill and go after the big heist. This is also connected to porn. Rape and murder are connected
because of the laws we have. The rapist does not want to be caught as rape can have a bigger penalty than
murder! I can prove and it should be obvious that many of our crimes are do to Supreme Court foolish
regulation of what we call right or wrong! A teacher must watch out and not suggest to any large degree that
there is such a thing as a right or wrong. She could be fired for suggesting religious views. It is foolishness,
but somehow the court seems to think that any right or any wrong is somehow religious! The ACLU, we do
not need to fear. We do need to fear, fear itself! Our public schools are afraid of the courts and the ACLU. The
truth is cases have went to court and we now can be free to speak of a right and a wrong! The ACLJ fought
these cases for us. We can also find that the ACLU gets government funding, indirectly! So we have been
paying to loose our freedoms of speech! Why is it we elect some Presidents with no conscience? The next
thing on the agenda is to use taxpayer funds for abortions. Obama has it in the bill, although he, as usual, lied
to us! The bill he supports is definitely setup to support abortion on demand in health care! This is the
Congress side. The Senate could care less with most Senators saying nothing. If we can murder the most
innocent of us all, why even ask why there are murders of adults? We do not respect life so we murder! We
should state the big reason for porn. It is in the billions of dollars just in the US alone! We can look at why
these things are supported. Money is the biggie for abortion support and porn. Planned Parenthood was started
by a woman that hated impurity! She wanted to cleanse America of certain races. Namely the American
African! Her ideas were very much like Hitlers, who was also an Evolutionist and Marxist! Some suggest
Hitler was a Christian, but the Bible tells us this is a lie! Christians must support the Jewish or they are cursed!
Again, Obama is ignorant of this and had the city given to others. It was promised to the Jews by God and it
has been their city until Romans scattered them. It is an interesting History lesson.. If Romans had not driven
them out they would not need to try! The crusades were also not of God because He never forces one to
believe anything by physical force. Thus Islam is a faults belief and a religion. Christ hated religion as it kept
people from having a relationship with God! He did not force Israel to be His. But He did punish sin severely!
Statistics and the Word of God which inspired those who wrote our Constitution. This is why Liberals are so
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set against it! It insists we have our freedoms! Freedoms are not government given, but God given!
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Share3 Shares Sometimes the best planned crimes can go horribly wrong. Either by accident or stupidity. This
is a list of the 10 most stupid thieves. At his trial, three months later, Taylor arrogantly rested his feet on the
defence table. The judge, James Fleetwood, was incredulous. Taylor was convicted of aggravated robbery and
sent back to jail in his stockinged feet. Wrong Place, Wrong Time On November 29, , David Goodhall and
two female accomplices entered a home supplies shop in Barnsley, South Yorkshire, intending to engage in a
bit of shoplifting. After stuffing a pair of curtains into a plastic carrier bag, the threesome attempted to leave
by separate exits. However, they were apprehended immediately by several store detectives. Goodhall and his
cohorts had failed to notice that the shop, at that very moment, was hosting a convention of store detectives.
Checking Out Eighteen year old Charles A. Meriweather broke into a home in Northwest Baltimore on the
night of November , , raped the woman who lived there, and then ransacked the house. Keep the Change In , a
thief in Southampton, England, came up with a clever method of robbing the cash register at a local
supermarket. The grocery clerk took the bill and opened the cash register, at which point the thief snatched the
contents and ran off. The Weld-planned Robbery On the night of August , , a well-organized gang of thieves
began their raid on the safe of the leisure-center office in Chichester, Sussex, by stealing a speedboat. Using
water skis to paddle across the lake, they picked up their equipment and paddled on to the office. However,
what they thought were cutting tools turned out to be welding gear, and they soon managed to seal the safe
completely shut. The next morning it took the office staff an hour to hammer and chisel the safe open again. If
you think these thieves are funny, learn about the best in True Crime: Who Was that Masked Man? Then he
made his getaway on his motorbike. To hide his identity, Bunyan had worn his full face helmet as a mask. It
was a smooth successful heist, except for one detail: Bunyan was arrested and ordered to pay for his crime by
doing hours of community service. The Worst Lawyer Twenty-five year old Marhshall George Cummings, Jr,
of Tulsa, Oklahoma, was charged with attempted robbery in connection with a pure-snatching at a shopping
center on October 14, During the trial the following January, Cummings chose to act as his own attorney. He
was convicted and sentenced to 10 years in prison. Assistant District Attorney Larry Jones asked one of the
witnesses, the supervisor of the store that had been robbed, to identify the robber. Wrong Fence Stephen Le
and two juvenile companions tried to break in to a parked pickup truck in Larkspur, California, on the night of
September 27, But the owner caught them in the act, chased them, and hailed a police car. Le and one of his
friends climbed a fence and ran. It soon became apparent that they had chosen the wrong fence â€” this one
surrounded the property of San Quentin prison. The suspects were booked for investigation of auto burglary
and trespassing on state property, although charges were never filed. A few nights later, Auad tried to break in
to the same bar through the roof. This time, carrying a gun, he slipped and fell and shot himself in the right
foot. Auad went straight home, but failed to notice that he left a trail of blood that led right to his door. He was
arrested by police who found the television set. The Book of Lists.
Chapter 5 : Top 10 Stupidest Thieves - Listverse
One man, Kameshwar Baitha of the JMM, has 10 cases of murder filed against him - charges which have been pending
for an average of 12 years. (For good measure, Baitha also has another six cases.
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Thieves Con Men Murderers A Unique Exciting Collection Of 11 Download Free Ebooks Pdf uploaded by Rose Franklin
on October 07 This is a ebook of Thieves Con Men Murderers A Unique Exciting Collection Of 11 that you could be
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Thieves, con men, and murderers: A true-life collection of bizarre crime stories,books, textbooks, text book Compare
book prices at online bookstores worldwide for the lowest price for new & used textbooks and discount books! 1 click to
get great deals on cheap books, cheap textbooks & discount college textbooks on sale.

Chapter 8 : Thieves and the Bible: Stealing, Robbery, Shoplifting, Theft
DÃ©couvrez une sÃ©rie de romans en exclusivitÃ© pour vous sur Amazon: romans historiques, polars, thrillers, romans
d'amour, SF, fantasy, terreur, ainsi que des best-sellers Ã©trangers traduits en franÃ§ais.

Chapter 9 : Thieves, Murderers, Dealers and other undesirables wanted. : DnD
Thieves, Murderers, and Psychopaths: Why I Like True Crime Beneath the gore and smoke and loam, this book is about
the evanescence of life, and why some men choose to fill their brief allotment of time engaging the impossible, others in
the manufacture of sorrow.
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